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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
DANIEL KOVAL AND KURT CHAMBERS BREAK FOUR USA
NATIONAL FREEDIVING RECORDS IN CONSTANT WEIGHT, FREE
IMMERSION AND NEW BI-FINS DISCIPLINE
Panglao, Philippines. Two American athletes have just rewritten the record books with amazing
performances that test the limits of human endurance. Daniel Koval and Kurt Chambers, both of
Kona, Hawai’i, broke two USA Men’s National Freediving Records each during the 2019 Asia
Freediving Cup, held annually in the clear and calm waters off Pangloa Island’s Doljo Beach.
On Sunday, June 9, 2019, Kurt Chambers completed a record-setting dive to 98 meters/321 feet
in the category of Constant Weight with Bi-Fins. In this discipline, divers descend a line to
depth on a single breath while kicking using a fin on each foot. This discipline, newly recognized
in international competition this year, is distinguished from the standard Constant Weight
discipline in which divers traditionally wear a single, more efficient monofin.
Less than 24 hours later, on June 10, 2019, fellow Hawaiian diver Daniel Koval became the
deepest American in history by smashing his own previous Constant Weight national record of
102 meters/334 feet set last July, with a monstrous self-powered dive to 105 meters/344 feet in a
dive time of 2 minutes 47 seconds.
Minutes later, and not to be outdone, Chambers completed another historic dive becoming the
first American to dive 100 meters/334 feet in the discipline of Free Immersion, where athletes
pull themselves down to depth along a line using only their arms and without using fins.
Chambers shattered his own previous national record in this discipline, which he set in
November of last year in Dominica with a dive to 96 Meters/315 feet.
The phenomenal back-and-forth performances continued the following day, June 11, 2019, the
final day of the competition, when Koval broke the Free Immersion record Chambers had just set
the day before. Koval added another meter/3 feet to the national record with an amazing dive to
101 meters/331 feet in a dive time of 3 minutes 30 seconds. Koval’s dive was complicated by
difficulty securing a “tag” when he reached the bottom and he spent 10 seconds more than he
planned at that depth—a depth at which the human body is under an astounding eleven
atmospheres of pressure. Koval eventually secured the tag and swam back up to the surface
where, despite some difficulty completing the surface protocol required for an officially “clean”
dive, he prevailed and was awarded a “white card” and a new USA national, and Continental,
record.

“Daniel and Kurt have proven themselves to be among the fittest and most elite freedivers in the
world and are among only a handful of athletes on the planet to have dived to 100 meters in
multiple disciplines” said John Hullverson, President of USA Freediving. “Both are multiple
USA national record holders and both are known for their intense training and focus. I don’t
think either one is finished rewriting the record books, so it’s going to be an exciting future for
them and for freediving in the USA.”
***
USA Freediving is a nonprofit association founded on the democratic representation of
freediving within the United States and internationally. Founded in 2003, USA Freediving is the
national governing body dedicated to furthering the development of the sport and recreation of
freediving in the United States and abroad. For more information about USA Freediving, Team
USA, and membership please visit www.usafreediving.com.
The Association Internationale pour le Développement de l'Apnée (AIDA)
(English: International Association for Development of Apnea), is the international sanctioning
body for freediving, individual and team competition, and freediving world record attempts. For
more information about AIDA please visit http://www.aidainternational.org.

Daniel Koval returns to the surface during his record setting 3 minute 30 second Free Immersion Dive to 101 Meters/
331 feet on June 11, 2019 at the Asia Freediving Cup in Panglao, Philippines

Daniel Koval begins his record setting Constant Weight freedive to 105 meters/344 feet on
June 10, 2019 at the Asia Freediving Cup in Panglao, Philippines, a dive that would earn him
the title of deepest American in history.

